CRA tested 447 different product brands in 2002. Listed below are the products that performed best & received highest ratings in rigorous clinical & lab tests. New products evaluated by CRA in the past year that are not found in this listing are either still under testing or did not receive an adequately high rating.

1. AIR ABRASION

- **AIRDENT II CS**
  - Air abrasion system, chair or cart mounted controls, handpiece & remote unit. Variety of tips for precise cutting.
  - Air Techniques $4,965 w/ air compressor. 516-433-7676 www.airtechniques.com

2. ANESTHESIA

- **LOLLICAINE**
  - Topical anesthetic, Benzocaine 20%, in unit dose applicator & 3 flavors. Effective & convenient.
  - Centrix 29¢/Unit dose. 203-925-5582 www.centrixidental.com

- **SOFT JECT (M5 10215)**
  - Anesthetic syringe for intraligamental & subcutaneous injections. Unique “dosing” wheel provides smooth control.

- **VIBRAJECT**
  - Vibrating attachment for conventional anesthetic syringe. Vibration provided more comfortable injection for many.
  - ITL Dental $229/Each. 949-223-8950 www.itldental.com

3. BLEACHES

- **LUMA ARCH**
  - In-office bleach system w/ 35% H2O2 liquid/powder mixed gel & 24 minute contact. Effectively lightened teeth w/o or w/ out use of light.
  - LumaLite $79.95/4 patient kit $7.495/Light. www.lumalite.com

- **OPALESCEENCE XTRA BOOST**
  - In-office bleach w/ 38% H2O2 gel mixed in 2 syringe system & 60 minute contact. No light required. Effectively lightened teeth.
  - Ultradent $99.95/4 patient kit 801-572-4200 www.ultradent.com

- **ZOOM**
  - In-office bleach system w/ 25% H2O2 gel from dual barrel syringe & 60 minute contact. Effectively lightened teeth w/o or out of light.
  - Zoom $125/1 patient kit $1.999/Light www.dicsodontal.com

4. BOOKS

- **CLINICIAN’S GUIDE TO TREATMENT OF HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS, 3RD EDITION**
  - 35 page handbook w/ condensed information on 21 topics related to HIV. Concise, organized & easy to understand.

- **CLINICIAN’S GUIDE TO TREATMENT OF MEDICALLY COMPLEX DENTAL PATIENTS, 2ND EDITION**
  - 65 page booklet on treatment of medically complex dental patients. Current, concise, organized & easy to read.

5. BURS

- **79 DF (METAL CUTTING BUR)**
  - Cross-cut lab bur cuts porcelain w/o out chipping & cuts metal smooth w/o out grabing.

- **FISSUROTOMY DIAGNOSTIC & FINISHING KIT**
  - 6-bladed carbide burs (3 NTF, 3 STF & 3 original) & 2 finishing burs. Provided for precise excavation of pits & fissures.
  - SS White Burs $49.95/Kit 732-905-1100 www.sswitedental.com

6. CAMERAS, DIGITAL

- **CANON D30**
  - 3.1 megapixel SLR digital camera w/ interchangeable lens. Excellent ease of use & very good image quality.
  - PhotoMed International $4,495/System 818-908-5369 www.photomed.net

- **ESPON 3100Z**
  - 4.8 megapixel point & shoot digital clinical camera. Very good ease of use & image quality.
  - PhotoMed International $1,795/System 818-908-5369 www.photomed.net

- **FUJI SI PRO**
  - 6.1 megapixel SLR digital clinical camera with interchangeable lens. Excellent ease of use & image quality.
  - Washington Scientific $3,699/System 253-963-2854

7. CEMENTS

- **BISTITE II DC**
  - Resin cement, dual-cure, self-etching, 3 shades, & double barrel syringe dispensing. Complete kit & easy clean-up.
  - J. Morita/ Tokuyama $11.66/g $73.40/Kit 949-581-9600 www.jmoritausa.com

- **C&B TOTALBOND**
  - Resin cement, dual-cure, & 4-META based. Good selection of shades & easy to mix.
  - Parkell $22.84/g $199.95/Kit 613-249-1134 www.jmoritausa.com

- **FUJI LINING CEMENT**
  - Resin modified glass ionomer cement in easy paste/paste syringe dispensing. Good consistency, & not sticky.
  - GC America $14.14/g $145/Kit 788-937-9600 www.gcamerica.com

“CLINICAL SUCCESS IS THE FINAL TEST.”
11. DESENSITIZERS

HEMASEAL & ODE
Desensitizer w/ chlorhexidine, HEMA, & water. Disinfects, desensitizes, & good bond strengths, but can burn tissue.

Advantage Dental $7.50/ml
248-391-1625
www.advantagedentalinc.com

GLUMA
Desensitizer w/ glutaraldehyde & HEMA in dropper or single dose. Desensitizes, disinfects, good bond, but can burn tissue.

Heraeus Kulzer $18.26/ml
914-273-8600 www.heraeus-kulzer-usa.com

12. DIAMONDS

MICRO PREPARATION SYSTEM
Diamonds in 6 unique shapes & sizes for tracing pits & fissures & troughing worn incisal edge conservatively.

Brasseler U.S.A. $97.40 / Set
912-925-8525 www.brasselerusa.com

NEO DIAMOND 1118.9C
Single-use diamond w/ taper design & 130-150um diamond particles. Excellent speed of cut.

Microcopy $1.25 Each
770-425-5715 www.neodiamond.com

PI T & FISSURE DIAMOND
Very small diamonds for excavation of discolored pits & fissures. Cuts quickly & new smaller size.

Microcopy $1.25 Each
770-425-5715 www.neodiamond.com

SPRING HEALTH 773.95C TURBO
Single-use diamond w/ continuous diamond-free spiral groove through cutting area. Fast, durable, & low cost.

Spring Health $1.90 Each
610-630-9171 www.springhealthproducts.com

13. ENDODONTICS

MICRODOS E DISPENSING
3 products-RC Prep, 38% H3PO4, & 2% CHG in unique unit dose pipette. Easy dispensing & fresh chemistry for each patient.

Premier $10.92 Each
610-239-6200 www.premusa.com

14. FIBER REINFORCEMENT

TWO STRIPER 2005.8
Multi-use diamond w/ spiral design & 120um diamond particles. Excellent speed of cut.

Premier $10.92 Each
610-239-6200 www.premusa.com

TWO STRIPER 770.8C
Multi-use diamond w/ taper design & 120um diamond particles. Excellent speed of cut.

Premier $9.43 Each
610-239-6200 www.premusa.com

15. FINISHERS / POLISHERS

CERAMASTER
Porcelain finishing disks, cups, & points w/ diamonds in silicone matrix. Good sizes, shapes, & polish well.

Shofu Dental $9.98 Each or $39.95/Kit
760-736-3277 www.shofu.com

COMPOMASTER
Composite finishing disks, cups, & points w/ diamonds in silicone matrix. Good shapes, last long & polish well.

Shofu Dental $9.98 Each or $39.95/Kit
760-736-3277 www.shofu.com

HILUSTER POLISHING SYSTEM
Initial finishing & high polish points, cups, disks, & silicone carbide brushes in points & cups. Good variety, polish well.

Kerr-Hawe $125/ System
714-516-5700 www.kerrdental.com

POGO
Finishing disks impregnated w/ diamonds for hybrid composites, single-use. Can get high polish fast & efficient.

Dentsply Caulk $143 / Kit
302-422-4511 www.dentsply.com

SHAMMY BRIGHT
Composite final polishing cloth disks, mandrel & paste. Very high polish, appropriate sizes, & easy to use.

Axis $9.99/Disk & $4.99/g paste
972-536-6000 www.axisdental.com

16. HANDCARE

APRIL GUARD
Waterless antimicrobial handwash (62% ethyl alcohol) in dense foam w/ emollients. Softens hands, easy, quick, w/ nice scent.

Satelec $4.6/g
856-222-9988 www.satelecusa.com

TOUCHLESS SOAP DISPENSER
No-touch dispenser of liquid soaps/ disinfectants. 500ml reservoir, battery powered. Easy to install, fill, clean, but does not work w/ viscous liquids.

Sultan Chemists $65 / Each
201-871-1232 www.sultanchemists.com

17. HANDPIECE REPAIR

MAINTENANCE-FREE DYNAMIC PERFECTION TURBINE
Replacement turbines for most HP brands. Are not lubricated clinically & have power comparable to factory turbines.

Handpiece Headquarters $69-$199 Each
714-685-3070 www.handypieceheadquarters.com
18. HANDPIECES

**TI-MAX ELECTRIC MICROMOTOR SYSTEM**

Electric handpiece made of titanium. Quiet, high torque, good light source, but heavy & large head.

NSK America: $880 / Handpiece  
$1,350 / Motor & control box  
847-843-7684  
www.nskamerica.com

**ISOLATOR PLUS N-95**

Face mask w/ excellent peripheral fit, unique arch, & very high filtration for TB exposure control. May make breathing difficult initially.

Crosstex International: $1.25 Each  
631-582-6777  
www.crosstex.com

**LYSOIL I.C. DISINFECTANT SPRAY**

Environmental surface disinfectant, high ethyl alcohol, less fragrance, & aerosol sprayer. Broad spectrum disinfection.

Sultan Chemists: 47¢ / oz  
201-671-1222  
www.sultanchemists.com

**OP-D-OP 2**

Face shield w/ hinged side arms for comfort, & easy adjustment. Less pressure on side of head, but heavy for some.

Op-d-op: $49.95 / Kit  
916-783-5741  
www.opdop.com

**SEAL TIGHT**

Disposable air/water syringe tip w/ quick-release adapter. Very good performance & ease of use.

Pinnacle Products: $13 / Adapter kit  
952-469-2445  
17¢ / Tip  
www.pinnacleproducts.com

20. IMPRESSIONS

**AQUASIL DECA**

VPS impression material for use w/ Pentamix dispensing system. Available in heavy & monophase. Provides good detail reproduction & less bad taste, but slower set than other materials.

Dentsply Caulk: 36¢ / ml  
302-422-4511  
www.dentsply.com

**BORDER-LOCK IMPRESSION TRAYS**

Single-use full arch impression trays in 16 sizes w/ caliper to determine tray size w/out try-in. Excellent caliper & good sizes.

ACCU-Liner Products: $1.65 Each  
425-482-1780  
www.acculiner.com

**CAVEX COLORCHANGE**

Aginate that changes color: purple to pink (load tray & place) to white (remove). Colors helpful, good mix but slow set for some.

Cavex Holland B.V.: $18.99 / Starter kit  
(Distributed by Practicon)  
292-762-5183  
www.practicon.com

**CAREFREE DISPOSABLE MIRROR**

Disposable intraoral mirror w/ larger head. Nice reflective surface, double sided, Helps w/ retraction.

Dentaid: 17¢ Each  
617-926-6666  
www.dentaid.com

**DISPOSABLE CHAIRSIDE SHARPENING GUIDE**

Disposable “post-it” style paper guide showing proper angulation of instrument & sharpening stone. Sticks to counter top & aids proper sharpening.

Edge Dental: $5 / Pad of 50  
231-946-6070  
www.edgedental.com

21. INFECTION CONTROL

**CIDEX OPA**

0.55% ortho-phthalaldehyde immersion disinfectant. Effective, ready-to-use alternative to glutaraldehyde soaks.

Advanced Sterilization Products: 39¢ / oz  
$1.19 / Indicator strip  
949-453-6400  
www.cidex.com

**HEMOSTATIC GAUZE**

Surgical disposable gauze w/ natural hemostasis effects for control of bleeding. Easy to use, works quickly.

Medspring: $169 Each  
801-295-9750  
www.medspring.com

**KAKO STERILE SURGICAL BLADES**

Single-use surgical blades & disposable scalpels in carbon & stainless steel. Low cost, very sharp, good selection, dull faster.

Kehr USA: 16¢ - 20¢ Each  
623-869-7977  
www.kehrsurgical.com

**PERMA SHARP SUTURES**

Sutures on high quality stainless steel (series 300) needle. Very sharp, little drag through tissue, & comparable priced.

Hu-Friedy: $2.56 - $8.19 Each  
773-975-6100  
www.hu-friedy.com

22. INSTRUMENTS

**EAGLELITE EXPLORER DE 11-12**

Stainless steel explorer on resin handle. Light weight, good grip, & very sharp tips designed w/ longer thinner Shank.

American Eagle Inst.: $15.20 Each  
406-549-7451  
www.am-eagle.com

**FLECTA DISPOSABLE MIRROR**

Disposable intraoral mirror w/ larger head. Nice reflective surface, double sided. Helps w/ retraction.

Pulpdent: 17¢ Each  
617-926-6666  
www.pulpdent.com

23. INSTRUMENT SHARPENING

**COMPOSI-TIGHT GOLD**

Improved Compo-Site-Tight sectional matrix system. Wider diameter G-rings grab & spread better, 2mm wider matrices, & forcos w/ better control.

Garrison Dental Solutions: $199 / Kit  
619-842-2244  
www.garrisondental.com

**UNIBAN SECTIONAL MATRIX BAND FORCEPS**

Matrix band forceps. Diamond dusted jaws grab & spread better, 2mm wider flexible band. Easy to manipulate & control.

Uniband: $2.50 / Package  
800-881-0067  
www.uniband.com

24. MATRICES

**DISPOSABLE MATRICES**

Disposable matrix strip w/ inlay matrices for accuracy w/ ease of use.

Kakoh: $3.75 / Strip  
www.kakoh.com

**HEMOSTATIC GAUZE**

Surgical disposable gauze w/ natural hemostasis effects for control of bleeding. Easy to use, works quickly.

Medspring: $169 Each  
801-295-9750  
www.medspring.com

**KAKO STERILE SURGICAL BLADES**

Single-use surgical blades & disposable scalpels in carbon & stainless steel. Low cost, very sharp, good selection, dull faster.

Kehr USA: 16¢ - 20¢ Each  
623-869-7977  
www.kehrsurgical.com

**PERMA SHARP SUTURES**

Sutures on high quality stainless steel (series 300) needle. Very sharp, little drag through tissue, & comparable priced.

Hu-Friedy: $2.56 - $8.19 Each  
773-975-6100  
www.hu-friedy.com

25. MISCELLANEOUS

**CPR EZY**

CPR kit provides excellent support for less experienced rescuers. Covers instructions (CD & video), & easy to use.

MedTouch Solutions: $200 / Kit  
823-869-7977  
www.cpr-ezy.com

**SLIP-NOTS**

Patient bib clips on flexible non-latex sapontine. Reduced bib sliding, steam sterilizable & available in 4 colors.

Pinnacle Products: $3.49 Each  
952-469-2445  
www.pinnacleproducts.com

**TRIM-RITE RELEASE AGENT**

Silicone releasing agent in aerosol can to aid separation of stone model & thermoform plastic. Easy dispensing but extra step for some.

Raintree Essix: $1.08 / oz  
504-488-0080  
www.essix.com
27. ORTHODONTICS

INVISALIGN
Series of custom clear aligners. Best w/ long clinical crowns. Now available directly to general dentists. Align Technology $1,100 - $2,800 / Case 408-470-1000 www.invisalign.com

28. PATIENT EDUCATION

CRACKED TOOTH MODEL

MY INSURANCE COVERS THIS...RIGHT?
Brochure explaining why dental charges & insurance benefits can differ. Short, informative & helpful. Stepping Stones to Success 70¢ Each 719-545-0511 www.steppingstonesuccess.com

SMILESTONES COMIC

SMILE VISION

29. PERIO & ORAL HYGIENE

ALL SOLUTIONS
2% neutral sodium F rinse in 4 flavors. Ready to use pump dispenser. 2x30 sec. rinses, better taste, easy & convenient. Dentsply Professional 54¢ / oz 717-767-8500 www.dentsply.com

CAVITRON JET w/ SPS TECHNOLOGY

PROXYBRUSH & GO BETWEENs
Interproximal brushes w/ CHG coated bristles & snap on tips. Small, soft bristles, cleans well, easy to use & refill. John O. Butler $13.90 / Set 717-777-4000 www.johnobutler.com

RESIN EIGHT
Hand instrument w/ large diameter textured resin coated hollow metal handle. Color coded, light weight, large no-slip grip. Hu-Friedy $25.85 Each 773-975-6100 www.hu-friedy.com

SATIN SWIVEL ULTRASONIC INSERT
Ultrasonic insert w/ swivel head, soft silicone grip, & large-diameter handle. Swivel & silicone grip reduced fatigue. Hu-Friedy $143 Each 773-975-6100 www.hu-friedy.com

30. POST

D.T. LIGHT-POST
White esthetic post of unidirectional stressed quartz fibers in resin matrix, radiopaque, translucent. Easy to use, good esthetics, high cost. Bisco $275 / Kit 847-534-6000 www.bisco.com

31. PROSTHODONTICS

GOLDEN PROPORTION INTRO KIT
Paper & plastic guides to establish aesthetically pleasing proportions of anterior teeth. Convenient, learning curve, & not useful in all cases. Dr. Edwin Levin $65 / Kit 44 207 935 6202 (England) www.goldendimension.co.uk

PUMICIDE
Denture cleaner/polisher w/ Tricosan 1%. preservative in flip-top capped squeeze tube. Ready to use, minimal waste, in medium grit only. Dentply Trubyte $16.30 / 227g tube 717-845-7511 www.trubyte.dentsply.com

32. PROVISIONALS

COOL TEMP
Bis-acrylic temporary crown & bridge material w/ autolux dispensor. Sets quickly & multiple shades give good esthetics. Coltene/Whaledent $128.82 / Kit 201-512-8000 www.coltenewhaledent.com

HY-BOND
Polycarboxylate temporary cement w/ fluoride in powder/liquid mix. Fast set, flexibility for long spans & implants, & easy clean-up. Shofu Dental $125 / Kit 760-736-3277 www.shofu.com

LUXAGLAZE
One bottle light cured varnish. Can be used w/ any provisional material including bis-acryl. Easy to use. Zenith DMG $10.92 / ml 201-894-5500 www.zenithdmg.com

PROTEMP 3 GARANT
Bis-acrylic temporary material used for crowns, bridges, inlays/onlays w/ automix dispensor. Good esthetics. 3M ESPE $174.20 / Kit 651-575-5144 www.3m.com/dental

QUICKGLAZE
Methacrylate resin glaze to reduce or eliminate polishing of provisionals & used as bonding agent for repairs. High surface luster & high cost. All Dental Prodx $10.99 / ml 609-961-2514 www.alldentalprodx.com
33. RESIN CURING LIGHTS

AVANTE
Fast halogen resin curing light w/ 2 cure modes & built-in radiometer. Light weight, lower cost, but audible beep can be annoying. Comes w/ 2 replaceable bulbs. Ultradent $799 / Unit 801-572-4200 www.ultradent.com

COOL BLU 2
Cordless LED resin curing light w/ 8mm tip, high intensity, stable output, & can be bracket mounted. Dental Systems $799 / Unit 803-265-7397 www.dentalsystems.com

ELIPAR FREELIGHT
Cordless LED resin curing light w/ 8mm light guide, stable output, & convenient timer. 3M ESPE $1,020 / Unit 651-575-5144 www.3m.com/dental

FLOW-IT! ALC
Flowable composite resin w/ low cost, variety of colors, minimal air bubbles, F. & radiopacity. Pentron Clinical $4.21 / g 203-265-7397 www.pentron.com

HELIMOLAR HB
Posterior packable microfill composite resin, variety of colors, & F. Handles & finishes well, dry for some. Ivoclar Vivadent $15.53 / g 716-651-0010 www.ivoclarvivadent.us.com

PALFIQUE ESTELITE

34. RESTORATIVES

CRYSTAL ESSENCE
Flowable composite resin w/ low cost, variety of colors, easy dispensing, F. & radiopacity. Confi-Dental Products $4.66 / g 303-865-7355 www.confidental.com

DE-MARK
Flowable composite resin w/ good radiopacity to indicate tooth / restorative interface. Cosmedent $13.32 / g 312-644-9588 www.cosmedent.com

FILTEK Z250
Universal hybrid composite resin, variety of colors, lower shrinkage (1.8% by volume), & good clinical data at 1 year. 3M ESPE $17.78 / g 651-575-5144 www.3m.com/dental

FLOW-IT! ALC
Flowable composite resin w/ low cost, variety of colors, minimal air bubbles, F. & radiopacity. Pentron Clinical $4.21 / g 203-265-7397 www.pentron.com

HELIOMOLAR HB
Posterior packable microfill composite resin, variety of colors, & F. Handles & finishes well, dry for some. Ivoclar Vivadent $15.53 / g 716-651-0010 www.ivoclarvivadent.us.com

PATTERSON FLOWABLE
Flowable composite resin w/ low viscosity, variety of colors, easy dispensing, F. & radiopacity. Patterson Dental $7.95 / g 651-686-1600 www.pattersondental.com

SHOW-OFF
Mock-up composite resin to demonstrate results of cosmetic procedures on patient or lab models. Easy to place & shape, but only 4 colors. Cosmedent $7.24 / g 312-644-9586 www.cosmedent.com

TETRIC FLOW
Flowable composite resin w/ good radiopacity, variety of colors, easy dispensing, & fluoride. Ivoclar Vivadent $14.78 / g 716-671-0310 www.ivoclarvivadent.us.com

35. RUBBER DAM

VERSALFLOW
Flowable composite resin w/ low cost, variety of colors, minimal air bubbles, & easy dispensing. Centrix $3.75 / g 203-929-6804 www.centrixdental.com

VENUS
Universal microhybrid composite resin w/ 27 colors, sculptable, & unique 2 layer shade guide made of composite. Good colors but high cost. Heraeus Kulzer $15.56 / g 914-273-8600 www.heraeus-kulzer-us.com

VIRTUoso FLOWABLE
Flowable composite resin w/ variety of colors, minimal air bubbles, easy dispensing, F. & radiopacity. Den-Mat $11.33 / g 805-922-8491 www.denmat.com

WAVE
Flowable composite resin w/ low viscosity, variety of colors, easy dispensing, F. & radiopacity. Southern Dental Industries $8.50 / g 630-238-8300 www.sdi.com.au

36. TOOTHBRUSHES

BRAUN ORAL-B BATTERY TOOTHBRUSH
Low cost battery operated toothbrush w/ replaceable oscillating heads. Cleaned well but felt rough. Oral-B Laboratories $4.50 Each 800-446-7252 www.oralb.com

BUTLER GUM MICRO TIP
Manual toothbrush with two types of soft bristles. Cleaned well & gently, but head too large for some. John O. Butler $1.04 Each 773-777-4000 www.jbutler.com

ORAL-B STAGES
Toothbrushes designed in 4 stages for children. R children’s hands, but some brushes may be too large for some mouths. Oral-B Laboratories 91c Each 800-446-7252 www.oralb.com

37. ULTRASONIC CLEANERS

VERSALFLOW
Flowable composite resin w/ low cost, variety of colors, minimal air bubbles, & easy dispensing. Centrix $3.75 / g 203-929-6804 www.centrixdental.com

VENUS
Universal microhybrid composite resin w/ 27 colors, sculptable, & unique 2 layer shade guide made of composite. Good colors but high cost. Heraeus Kulzer $15.56 / g 914-273-8600 www.heraeus-kulzer-us.com

WAVE
Flowable composite resin w/ low viscosity, variety of colors, easy dispensing, F. & radiopacity. Southern Dental Industries $8.50 / g 630-238-8300 www.sdi.com.au

BRAUN ORAL-B BATTERY TOOTHBRUSH
Low cost battery operated toothbrush w/ replaceable oscillating heads. Cleaned well but felt rough. Oral-B Laboratories $4.50 Each 800-446-7252 www.oralb.com

BUTLER GUM MICRO TIP
Manual toothbrush with two types of soft bristles. Cleaned well & gently, but head too large for some. John O. Butler $1.04 Each 773-777-4000 www.jbutler.com

ORAL-B STAGES
Toothbrushes designed in 4 stages for children. R children’s hands, but some brushes may be too large for some mouths. Oral-B Laboratories 91c Each 800-446-7252 www.oralb.com

SONIX IV
Ultrasonic cleaner w/ 2 liter capacity, drain, & improved controls. Compact, cleans well but noisy. Sonix IV Corporation $467 / SS177 unit 714-842-7622 www.sonixiv.com

JOHN O. BUTLER
IT IS CRA’S CHOICE!

Have you ever wondered why you do not see the names Clinical Research Associates or CRA, or quotes from CRA Newsletter reports as part of product ads in dental journals, or magazines, &/or specific product marketing pieces?

IT CONTINUES TO BE CRA’s CHOICE.

Review of product advertisements in dental journals & magazines reveals increased use of testimonials, rating systems with no clear criteria for the rating given & official seals of product testing facilities & professional organizations. These product endorsements raise questions in the minds of readers as to the association or relationship between the product manufacturer & the endorsing entity. CRA does not endorse products.

CRA is a non-profit organization that has for 26 years evaluated & identified outstanding products, techniques, & equipment for delivery of oral care & reported results fully & honestly. CRA does not receive operating funds from manufacturers, or grants, from government agencies. CRA has an international volunteer network of over 400 dental clinicians & lab technicians who donate their time & that of their staff to evaluate dental products clinically without outside funding or pressures or other influences from manufacturers. CRA receives operating funds for indepth lab testing from subscription fees to the CRA Newsletter & tuition fees to the CRA Dentistry Update Course.

CRA remains committed to independent product testing, reporting evaluation results fully & honestly, & keeping CRA’s name & test results separate from product promotions. We appreciate the support shown over the past 26 years & reaffirm our commitment to dentistry.

For the First Time Ever...
ALL 26 YEARS OF CRA RESEARCH & RESOURCES AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

CRA ON DISK 2003
CRA on Disk 2003 includes all CRA resources!
Compare & research products, stay informed on the latest in dental technology, & find the CRA Dentistry Update Course closest to you. Available February 2003!

• 26 Years of CRA Newsletters (311 issues!)
• Searchable 26 Year Index
• Clinical & Product Images
• One+ Year of CRA Hygiene Newsletters (8 issues)
• Buying Guide–Outstanding Products 2002
• Updated Dental Company List (over 1700 contacts)
• Updated International Manufacturer List (over 800 contacts)

US$ 99 – CRA Newsletter Subscribers (first time buyers)
US$ 39 – CRA on Disk 2003 Upgrade (repeat buyers)
US$ 250 – Non-CRA Newsletter Subscribers

Celebrating its First Anniversary!
THE CRA DENTAL HYGIENE NEWSLETTER

CRA DENTAL HYGIENE NEWSLETTER
The CRA Dental Hygiene Newsletter is celebrating its first anniversary! Response to this publication has been remarkable. Dentists, Dental Hygienists & Assistants are recognizing the value & necessity of this vital information. CRA now provides Dental Hygienists & Assistants with information on new products, & candid appraisals on their clinical advantages and disadvantages. This unbiased & practical information can help your office:

• Save time & money by avoiding products that don’t work
• Learn more about products sold specifically to dental hygienists
• See how other dental hygienists rate the products you use
• Raise the standard of care for your patients

Subscribe today to receive the CRA Dental Hygiene Newsletter every other month. Just 1 new idea will more than make up the low annual $25 cost!

To order or receive additional information on any service offered by CRA please contact 801-226-2121, or toll free in the US 888-272-2345, or visit our website at www.cranews.com.